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Introduction

Golf is one of the oldest sports and has been played for

nearly half a millennium. For most of the sport’s

existence, it has been untouched by technology. 

Things are changing currently, with players leaning more

and more on reliable data to improve their game.This is

where golf shot monitors come in handy. 

In this eBook, we explore them thoroughly to find out

what they are, what they can do, and how you stand to

benefit should you choose to start using one in your own

golf practice.
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Chapter 1

What Is A Golf Shot Monitor, And How Can You

Use One?

If you are new to golf or you are just an amateur golfer,

you may or may not have heard of golf shot monitors.

Before we explore what they can do for you, let’s first

look at what they are.

Golf shot monitors, also commonly known as launch

monitors, are small electronic devices used in golf

practice to collect data. 
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This data is in turn interpreted, to help improve a

golfer's game.

With a launch monitor, you can collect a lot of useful

data to better understand your game playing habits, and

how you can improve different aspects like the launch

angle, ball speed, swing speed, angle of attack, and the

sidespin.

You should know, however, that to make meaningful

interpretations of this data, you might need a certified

instructor.

1.1 How Does A Golf Shot Monitor Work?

Before you decide on getting a launch monitor you need

to understand the device basics, most importantly, how

it works.

To understand how golf shot monitors work, you first

need to understand the science and technology behind

these devices. 

There are two broad categories of golf launch monitors.
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The Radar Golf Launch Monitor

This category of golf launch monitors uses a microwave

signal to track the location of the golf ball in the air until

it lands on the other side.

The data is collected by measuring the signal

interference or interaction with the golf ball as it spins

through the air.

While these types of golf shot monitors are very accurate

at measuring the ball distance and speed, they may not

be very accurate at measuring other important golf

launch aspects, especially when the weather conditions

are a bit turbulent.

Photometric Golf Launch Monitors

This category of golf shot monitors use high speed, high

definition cameras to capture the club and the ball in the

first few inches of flight. 

The monitor then uses an algorithm to project the ball’s

behavior for the rest of the flight.
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Since these kinds of monitors need data for only the first

few inches after impact, they are unaffected by weather

conditions and can give relatively more accurate data

both indoors and outdoors.

1.2 What Aspects Of Golf Can You Measure With A

Launch Monitor?

Golf related data is largely divided into two categories,

the golf club data, and the golf ball data.

You can get an appropriate shot monitor depending on

what aspects of the ball or club you want to monitor.

If you want to measure ball flight-related data like the

spin axis, carry, or the spin rate, the best kind of golf

shot monitor that will provide you with the most

accurate data in this regard is the Doppler or radar type

of monitor. 

If you are most interested in the club head-ball impact

data, like the smash factor, attack angle, or face to path,

the best monitor to get is the photometric launch

monitor.
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Spin rate - this is the speed with which a golf ball

spins on its axis.

The Smash Factor - This indicates how efficiently the

clubhead’s energy is transferred to the ball.

Launch angle- This is the angle at which the ball flies

in at impact.

Decent angle - This is how vertical the ball descends.

Ball speed - How fast the ball travels after impact.

The higher this speed is, the further the ball will go.

The key to increasing the ball speed is having a

centered contact with the clubface.  

Hangtime - This is how long the ball is in the air after

being hit till it lands.

Launch direction

Height

Club Data

Ball Related Data
Carry - This is the distance a golf ball travels through the

air after you hit it.

There is no specific distance for each club, but if        you

want to maximize your chances of ending up with the

lowest scores, there are estimated yardages that you

should hit with every club.
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Attack angle - This is the vertical angle the clubhead

is in when it comes into contact with the golf ball.

Club speed - This is the speed that the club is

swinging at the maximum point of compression.

Dynamic loft

Face angle

Swing plane

All these are golf data aspects that golf launch monitors

can help you track. 

You should focus on different sets of data depending on

your golf playing abilities or the problems you are

experiencing.

If you are a slicer, for instance, working on your descent

angle and side spin might help improve your game

significantly. 

If you are struggling with distance, on the other hand,

working on your ball speed and launch angle will

improve your game as well.

Now that we are familiar with a golf shot monitor and

the golf data aspects you can collect with it, let’s look at

the benefits of using one in the next chapter.
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Chapter 2

3 Benefits of Golf Shot Monitors On Your Game

There is a reason everything is going digital nowadays,

and that is because it’s a lot easier to gauge performance

with reliable data.

This is the main reason any player will want to get a golf

shot monitor for their practice. 

If you have been wondering whether a golf shot monitor

is something you want to add to your golf training

regimen, here are 3 major benefits this device will bring

to your golf training.

2.1 Data You Can Count On

One of the biggest selling points for golf shot monitors is

the data, of course. 

They collect data on about every aspect of golf. You will

know the exact launch angle the ball takes off at, the

speed of the clubhead at maximum compression, and so

on.
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All these pieces of data are something you would never

know without a golf launch monitor. 

With precise information like this, it’s easy to diagnose

your game’s issues and fix what you could be doing

wrong.

If you were struggling with distance, for instance, there

are a few things you could be doing wrong. 

You might be hitting the ball with the wrong part of the

clubface, your clubhead speed may not be fast enough,

or you might not be launching the ball at the right angle

after impact.

Another thing you stand to gain with all the data you get

from a monitor is reaching your potential as a golfer.

You might be swinging your club at the right speed but

not transmitting the same to the ball.

This is where a data aspect like the smash factor comes

to your rescue. The smash factor measures how

efficiently you are transferring the energy from the golf

club head to the ball. 

Ideally, this efficiency ratio should be around 1.5.
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If you are achieving the right clubhead speed, but it’s not

translating to the ball head speed, then you ought to

work on centering the ball on the clubface. All these are

issues you might never diagnose by looking at things

unaided. 

You might know that you are doing something wrong,

but without a monitor to point out what exactly you are

doing wrong, you will probably keep working on

improving things you are already doing right. 

The result is frustration, and sometimes you might

practice for hours only to get to the golf course and

realize your shots got even worse.

One of the most overlooked factors when golfers go to

practice outdoors is the day’s weather conditions. 

While you might not know how to quantify the effects

this will have on your performance, weather conditions

like wind affect your performance considerably.

While a Doppler type of monitor might be affected by

this, a photometric monitor is not.

This is because this monitor utilizes a short window after

the ball is launched, no more than several inches, to

make projections for the whole shot.
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This eliminates the chances of weather conditions, like

wind, interfering with the shot. You can therefore get

reliable data on any day you are out practicing.

Having a golf shot monitor takes the guesswork out of

your practice. Instead, you can choose the exact skill you

need to work on. The result is a much improved game.

2.2 Valuable Practice Hours

In any game, if you want to be the best, you must

practice! The sole purpose of practice for a game is to

work on your weak areas. 

Without knowing what exactly is ailing your game, it’s

easy to keep practicing blindly.
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With a golf launch monitor, you don’t have to work

blindly, as you get to know specifically what areas you

should improve on.

Another benefit is that you don’t even have to go to the

driving range or a golf course to practice. 

When the weather is not conducive for golf practice and

you have a launch monitor, you can get valuable

practicing time indoors.

All you will need is a net, the monitor, and a compatible

device, and you are set to practice indoors. This gives

you a competitive edge over your opponents.

Some of the software used in golf launch monitors can

be linked to a golf simulator, which in turn allows you to

virtually play golf courses around the world. 

This does not only help you gauge your skills in different

environments, but it’s a lot of fun as well.

2.3 Club Fittings

For anyone planning to play golf seriously, professional

club fitting is an inevitable part of the process.
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Club fitting is the process through which a professional

fitter assigns you a customized set of clubs best suited

for you.

Without club fitting, you might be doing everything right,

but if you have the wrong set of equipment, you will be

stuck with your old performance.

A golf launch monitor is an invaluable piece of

equipment when it comes to club fitting. 

For a fitter to decide the best set of clubs, some aspects

like the attack angle and the launch angle must be taken

into account.

If the attack angle is too steep, for instance, you might

want to examine the club loft. Another important aspect

when it comes to a golfers club fitting is the club shaft.

Different golfers with different swings require different

shafts. This is where most of the club fitting job lies.

Getting this right will almost guarantee a perfect match.

All these things cannot be done by just looking at a

golfer and deciding what clubs to fix them with. This is

why a golf launch monitor is crucial in proper club

fittings.
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While it’s clear by now that getting a golf launch monitor

is a good thing, there are some concerns you should

consider before you go out to buy one. Here are the

most valid ones.

2.4 Arguments against Golf Shot Monitors

The Cost

Golf shot monitors can cost upwards of $20,000. If you

are not a career golfer, spending this much money on a

golf launch monitor may not be justified.

As technology progresses, cheaper models that can

provide you with some important data continue to

emerge. 

Currently, you can get a cheaper model for less than

$1,000. You might not get as much data as you would

with the expensive model, but you will get enough to

work with.

Alternatively, you can use a golf shot monitor at your

golf course. Most golf courses will have at least one

monitor and some staffers who understand the device.

This way, you can get a lot of valuable data that you can

build on.
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The Accuracy

While some models on the market will give you accurate

data that you can rely on, some are not very accurate

when it comes to measuring certain aspects of the game.

If you are using a Doppler type of golf shot monitor, for

instance, you may not get reliable launch data like the

attack angle, launch angle, the smash factor, and so on.

When you are using a photometric type of monitor, on

the other hand, the data used is collected from only

several inches after impact. 

While this will give very accurate data if you were playing

in an indoor environment, golf is an outdoor sport. 

Although you might choose to play on days with

friendlier weather, you cannot completely rule out some

weather conditions.

The Interpretation

Any data without proper interpretation is not useful. You

will need a professional Instructor to make sense of the

data collected by the monitor.
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Aside from the golf shot monitor, you might need to pay

a professional trainer to help you interpret the data you

get from the monitor into simple actionable points.

Without this, the monitor data is just a bunch of

numbers that may not help you much.
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Chapter 3

Other Ways of Improving Your Golf Game

While making a golf shot monitor part of your practice

regimen will improve your game, it’s hardly the only

thing you can do to improve your game. 

Here are a few other things you can do to improve your

golf game and reduce your scores.

Work On Your Stance

In golf, your position and stance will have a huge impact

on your performance. The moment you master your

address position you will be set for success. 

Work on your grip, positioning your body, and ultimately

your swing to transfer maximum energy to the ball.

Focus on Hitting the Ball Straight

While the carry distance is crucial in golf, amateur

golfers tend to focus too much on the distance, while

they should be focusing more on the ball's flight path. 
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Work towards attaining a strike that is more centered on

the face of the club, and as a result, your yardage will

automatically improve.

Work On Your Distance Control

Distance control is one of the biggest golf aspects you

need to master if you want to hit the greens more often

and have a shot at birdie scores. You need to achieve

different yardages with different clubs.

The way to do so is by mastering your clubhead speed

for your approach shots and shots that require longer

yardage.

You can also try and control it from the swing

perspective. Find out what swing strength delivers what

yards and work on fine-tuning that aspect.

 Another way to look at it is by looking at your smash

factor. This is the efficiency rate at which you transfer

the energy from the clubhead to the ball at impact. 

Ideally, this ratio should be about 1.5. If you can master

that, you will have no problem controlling your distance,

hitting more greens, and consequently lowering your

scores.
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Work On Understanding the Best Combinations

For you to achieve a certain carry distance or a certain

ball flight path, it takes a combination of factors. It takes

a lot of practice, but eventually, you should be able to

tell which combinations give you which results.

This way, you can ultimately tell what attack angle gives

you the most distance, what clubhead speed you should

combine with what launching angle, and so on.

For this, you might have to rely on a golf launch monitor

until you can have the feel of it without having to

measure it.

Focus More on Quality Shots vs. Quantity

When you get to the driving range for practice, it’s

tempting to want to hit a lot of balls as the concept is

that you are practicing more.

This, however, may not be a solution to whatever issues

you are trying to correct.
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Instead, work on quality shots with a predetermined goal

in mind for every shot. It could be distance, flight

direction, or any other thing you are working on. 

Whatever that is, set it before you hit the shot, and see

whether you can achieve the goal.

Learn How to Isolate Internal and External

Inhibitions

There could be two major reasons your game is not

progressing as it should.

One, you as the player might be doing some things

wrong, like not positioning yourself right or not turning

enough when you swing your club. 

The problem could also be external like not having the

right clubs for your game.

When you know which of these issues are ailing you,

then you can focus your attention where it is needed

and make the right improvements.
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Develop an Impactful Practice Regimen

The best way to make sure you are improving is by

working on one thing at a time. Isolate your weaknesses

and handle them one by one and don’t move to the next

one without improving on the previous one.

This way, you will achieve more results than trying to

handle every area that needs improvement in one

practice session.
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Conclusion

In any game, you will perform better when you have

actionable data to base your performance on. Golf is not

any different.

With a golf shot monitor, you get a lot of data to work

with. This data forms the basis on which you can

improve on.

You get to know specifically what you are doing wrong

and how to fix it. That said, golf monitors will not

automatically make you the next Tiger Woods.

 You have to put a lot of work into it. If that’s what your

goal is, golf shot monitors will teach you how to work

towards that and they are a great way to start!
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